sports turf and other playing surfaces. If you have ever been
involved in the process known in our system as Examinations for Discovery, you will be aware that this is an opportunity for the Plaintiff's solicitor to aggressively pursue all aspects of the system that you have established for the operation of your Parks and Recreation Department. In a sportstuf liability case, this Examination process will include a
complete Examination of the original design and construction of your turf and, if a Plaintiff's counsel is astute, he will
also inquire into the irrigation and compaction qualities of
the surface upon which the injury occurred, as well as innumerable other factors that you are aware of which are involved in the proper preparation of a playing surface for use.
The Examination for Discovery process can be a rewarding
experience, both from an educational standpoint to yourself
and from the standpoint of defending the Plaintiff's lawsuit.
However, on the other hand, it can also be a devastating
process if the loss prevention suggestions that I have made
are not implemented and followed.
In conclusion, there are two words which probably best
. summarize both the legal situation that you find yourselves
in and your response to that situation: Reasonable Responsiblity. Parks and Recreation Departments in the operation of
their playing field facilities are responsible to peform acts
which a reasonably prudent individual would have or
should have determined were necessary to protect the users
of those facilities. If you fail to do that, you will be responsible. However, another aspect of responsibility in a loss prevention sense is to ensure that you have put in place systems
which generate the evidence and the documentation which
not only will result in a properly and reasonably maintained
playing surface but will permit a successful defence of the
Plaintiff's action arising from injuries sustained on that surface.

Upcoming Events
Sports Turf Assoc./CGSA Conference
Metro Convention Centre, Toronto

Dec. 10-13/89

Sports Turf Managers Association
Jan. 19-21/90
Conference
Wyndamgreens Point Hotel, Houston, Texas

ASTM SYMPOSIUM
We hope in future issues to bring you some of the papers
presented at the ASTM Symposium in Phoenix, Arizona.
These relate to sports equipment, facilities and playing surfaces. As of this writing we do not have written consent to
do so.
The titles will include: "Safety Concerns in the Design of
Sports Fields" by A. Mittelstadt of the American Safety Institute; "Standards for the Playing Quality of Natural Turf for Associaton Football" by P.M. Canaway of the Sport Turf Research Institute, Bingley, England; and "InjUry Frequency on
Artificial Turf and Natural Grass for American Football & Soccer" by Benne Nigg, University of Calgary.
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